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HISD Parent Summit - 28 April 2018   

5 Things Every Parent Should Know About Sleep – Josh Rotenberg MD myspecialist.clinic 

1.   Sleep  is VITAL for learning. Sleep refreshes the brain and consolidates learning.  
2.   Snoring is not normal. Insomnia is not normal. 
3.   Sleep and Illness is a 2 way street. 
4.   Gets kids physiologically ready to sleep (Turn off the lights!) 
5.   Think about it, talk about it, model it.   

  

Guang Yang and colleagues—the upper image 
shows a neuron before learning and before sleep, 
while the triangles in the lower image show new 
synapses that have formed in the EXACT 
SAME NEURON after learning and after sleep. 
(Yang, G, et al. "Sleep promotes branch-specific 
formation of dendritic spines after learning." 
Science 344, 6188 (2014): 1173-1178.) 
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Snoring - The noise of snoring can rise to as much as 80-90 dB – equivalent to a large truck or 
motorcycle passing – and severe snoring can disturb the snorer’s own sleep (as well as that of their 
sleeping partner), even if it is not part of another disorder such as sleep apnea. 

 

 

Sleep and Illness – 2 Way Street - Anxiety ADHD Asthma Autism Brain 

Injury Depression Diabetes Dysautonomia Epilepsy Fibromyalgia GERD Hypertension Sickle Cell 
Migraine TICS Obesity ….  
 

Light  

•   While people are using an iPad at night their body produces 55% less melatonin 

•   After shutting off the lights (and the iPad), they took an extra 10 minutes to fall asleep 

•   When they did fall asleep, they had less REM sleep during the night 

•   The next morning, the iPad readers felt sleepier, and it took them “hours longer” to feel alert. The 
book readers quickly felt more alert immediately upon waking. 

•   When it was time for bed the next night, the iPad readers’ circadian clocks were delayed by more than 
90 minutes. Their bodies began to feel tired an hour and a half later than normal, because they were 
exposed to alerting light from the iPad the night before. 

•   http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2014/12/18/1418490112 

 

Rule: No Cell Phones in the Bedroom at Night or “No” Means I Love You! 

•   Everyone should put their cell phone in one location to charge overnight. Parents too.  
•   By a certain time, cell phone usage needs to be shut down for the night. Simply put, lead by 

example. 
  


